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Your gateway to the 

cryptocurrency ecosystem.



About BitNorm

Based on this data engines, BitNorm provides an extensive interface allowing 
access to the best trading analytics, indicators, and community analyses of 
newly listed coins. Therefore, BitNorm will help you trade much better than 
you ever could before

About BitNorm

BitNorm offers the best information, overviews and insights possible to everyone 
interested in cryptocurrencies, enabling them to get a good grip on the 
cryptocurrency world. The platform uniquely combines cryptocurrency/blockchain
indexation, source code data, network data, market data, and news (sentiment) 
data, on top of which a strong community governs and offers analyses. BitNorm, 
therefore, encompasses the ultimate crypto intelligence suite.



Why Use BitNorm

Cryptocurrency investors/traders have to maintain multiple accounts on 

multiple platforms to have an overview of their trading signals, latest 

cryptocurrency news, blogs, forums to make informed decisions. There is 

no integrated environment that allows this. 

In comes BitNorm, combining all of this much needed functionality 

and data into one simple to use ecosystem platform. To make 

it even better, BN gives real-time data and a social collaboration 

platform so that its users are always first to get the best 

trading/investment deals.



Features

BITNORM 

CORE

FEATURES

We will get news, comments and conversations from 

various sources to determine whether there is positive or 

negative content about blockchain projects.

Market News/Sentiments

It is geared towards increasing visibility for new 

cryptocurrencies by providing an up to date index 

of all announced and manually added 

cryptocurrencies.

Indexation Engine

The network data engine utilizes deployed 

cryptocurrency blockchain nodes and explorers 

to determine valuable information about the 

respective cryptocurrencies. 

Network Data Engine

We are featuring cryptocurrency forums, blogs 

and integrated chat platform for social 

collaborations.

Community Engine

Traders and investors understand the importance 

of tracking the cryptocurrency's price, volume 

and market cap.Thus, BitNorm will extrapolate 

the drifts and directions the cryptocurrency is 

following

Market Data Engine

Its goal is to provide a platform through which

Cryptocurrencies’ and Services’  source code 

can be audited by BitNorm users.

Source Code Data Engine



Source Code Analysis 

Engine

It provides a wealth of 

information to novice BN 

users from which they can 

have a better understanding 

of the cryptocurrency they 

choose to purchase or the 

technologies they choose to 

utilize.

It utilizes the GitHub API to 

browse through a 

cryptocurrency’s or 

technology’s repository. It 

allows a BitNorm user to 

quickly select pieces of 

code and create a new 

thread detailing what a 

particular piece of code 

does.

Market Data Engine 

Harnesses the power of 

BitNorm’s price data 

analysis algorithms which 

allow early detection of 

emerging cryptocurrencies’ 

price trends giving you the 

opportunity to cash in on 

favorable market 

movements

BitNorm will propagates a 

fundamental analysis of the 

cryptocurrency market data 

and renders tracking price, 

volume, the market cap of 

the virtual coins.

BN
Features
Source code data engine 

and market data engine are 

one of our fundamental 

features which Bitnorm is 

proudly offering to its users.



Network Data Engine

It utilizes deployed 

cryptocurrency block chain 

nodes and explorers to 

determine valuable 

information about the 

respective cryptocurrencies. 

This information includes the 

runtime duration of a 

cryptocurrency’s block chain 

network which can be used to 

identify ‘pump and dump’ 

coins or unfairly mined coins. 

It will also involve a number of 

automation scripts that will aid 

in the automatic code 

download, environment setup 

and node deployment for 

indexed cryptocurrencies.

Using the information gained 

from nodes and source codes, 

we can define how much hash 

rate is running on block chain 

networks globally..

Indexation Engine

It is geared towards 

increasing visibility for new 

cryptocurrencies by providing 

an up to date index of all 

announced and manually 

added cryptocurrencies.

It also gears towards calling to 

the attention of stakeholders 

the novel implementations 

that exist within a 

cryptocurrency.

.

Labelling of cryptocurrencies 

in order to provide at-a-glance 

information as to whether a 

cryptocurrency is worth 

investing in or not i.e, is it 

unmaintained, a pump and 

dump, new etc.

BN
Features
Network data engine and 

indexation engine are one of 

our fundamental features 

which Bitnorm is proudly 

offering to its users



Community Engine

The community engine plays 

an important role in enabling 

BitNorm to deliver its promise 

to its users. This is because it 

is the platform on which 

valuable insight can be 

obtained into the users’ 

sentiments towards a 

particular cryptocurrency and 

technology

It also provides a platform 

through which non-premium 

users can gain premium-like 

level access by participating in 

onsite games that are tailored 

to further enhance BitNorm’s

ability to deliver its promise of 

being the ultimate crypto 

intelligence suite..

Market 

News/Sentiments

Today, Cryptocurrency is a 

global phenomenon and you 

can track its exponential rise 

on several more social media 

platforms. Now, users 

on Facebook, Twitter and 

Reddit discuss cryptocurrency 

on a daily basis. Significant 

announcements and 

discussions take place in 

these online forums.

Thus, BitNorm provides a 

platform that makes brings 

along all cryptocurrency users 

in one pool of using the 

information. This is achieved 

by scraping news, comments 

and conversations from 

various sources to determine 

whether there is positive or 

negative content about 

blockchain projects.

BN
Features
Source code data engine 

and market data engine are 

one of our fundamental 

features which BitNorm is 

proudly offercing to its users



User-based functionalities

Lone Crypto Researchers

As the users’ understanding of crypto mature, quick 

access to the information becomes necessary. This 

is because the crypto domain is huge and there is an 

overwhelming number of variants to keep track of in 

order to remain ahead.

Cryptocurrency Traders

A huge fraction of the stakeholders in the cryptocurrency 

domain consists of cryptocurrency traders. This implies 

that a huge market exists that is driven by this type of 

users. To become relevant, it is paramount that BitNorm 

also considers and provides support resources and/or 

tooling for cryptocurrency traders. 

Crypto Bloggers

BitNorm allow all the users to create and maintain 

personal blogs on cryptocurrencies and related 

technologies.

Cryptocurrency Developers and Maintainers

It is important to maintain a keen eye on each of the 

existing cryptos in order to remain ahead and 

profitable. BitNorm realizes this and acknowledges 

the need to support crypto developers and 

maintainers.

Cryptocurrency Investors

We hope that investors utilizing BitNorm tools find 

profiting from their crypto investments a breeze 

due to the reliability and accuracy of BitNorm 

analytics on the existing and upcoming cryptos. 



Thank You

•

Try our Beta test now. www.bitnorm.com

http://www.bitnorm.com/

